
  By: Michael Thompson PhD, “The Broader Impacts Guy” 

 

NSF GRFP Format Outline For PRF and RS 

 

For the Personal, Relevant Background, and Future Goals (PRF) Statement. The PRF is three 

pages, use all the space. 

 

A. Introduction (1-2 paragraphs) – heading 

 1. What got you interested – your uniqueness & hook 

2. One could start talking about what happened at very young age and/or in high school, 

especially for undergraduates. For graduate students provide why you got interested and 

if you like you can start in college and then jump to talking about graduate school. 

However, all of this will depend on how you set up your introduction. 

 

B. Intellectual Merit (about 1.2 pages or a little more) - (experiences that show your potential 

to contribute to the or your field) - heading 

 1. In chronological order (past to most current) 

 2. Research Experiences (connect to hook) 

  a. Include special courses and opportunities 

b. What research you did, and presentations and posters given, and papers 

published. Papers published in journals are a plus.   

c. What you learned, obstacles overcame 

d. International experiences if you had or have any 

 

C. Broader Impacts (about 1.2 pages) - (experiences that show you potential to contribute to 

society) - heading 

 1. First discuss what is your passion and why your passionate about this… 

a. Contextualize to NSF BI 1-9 found in the NSF Proposal Award Policies & 

Procedures Guide (PAPPG) and know that these can be any experiences that show 

you have, can, and want to benefit society. This means thinking about who you 

are as a person. 

 2. In chronological order (past to most current) 

 

D. Future Goals (1-2 paragraphs) - heading 

1. Describe what you plan to do in graduate school and beyond. If you are a graduate 

student, then talk about what you want or are going to do after graduate school. 

 



  By: Michael Thompson PhD, “The Broader Impacts Guy” 

 

For the Research Statement (RS) 

The RS is two pages, use all the space. Place no less than three (3) and no more than three to 

seven (3-7) references at the bottom of your RS. If you have more than seven (7) references 

listed, you may not be describing your research plan as much as you should be in your RS. 

 

A. Relevance or Background & Rationale (get to the point, should not be more than 1 or 2 

paragraphs) - heading 

 

B. Research Objective with potentially a Hypothesis (about 1.2 pages) – heading/s 

1. Aims/Scope of work (year 1,2,3) or Research Plan/Design (heading or subheading)      

      a. This is longest and most important section of the RS 

  b. Methods and Materials if applicable 

c. Methods and Materials (some have this as a different section) 

d. Need research objective correctly written to NSF standards and potentially a 

hypothesis depending on the field you are in. Highlight, underline or italicize the 

words research objective and/or hypothesis.  

e. Only add a figure/s if it adds value to this section 

f. If you are a graduate student, discussing and contextualizing your research plan 

in terms of what you are going to do in years 1, 2, and 3 is a must.  

g. This should be an original idea and plan, not a regurgitation of what you have 

already done, or you graduate advisors work. The reviewers will know or figure 

this out, especially if you are a graduate student and your advisor submits 

proposals to NSF. 

 

C. Intellectual Merit (maximum 2 paragraphs but many only provide one paragraph, so do 

what works best for you and is consistent with your domain area) - heading 

1. This is specific to your research and provide a summary of it. When writing this ask 

yourself the question – can a reviewer skip to this section and know the IM of my 

research you described earlier? A simple way to start this section is to write - this 

research contributes knowledge to or in the field by… 

 

D.  Broader Impacts (maximum 2 paragraphs but many only provide one paragraph, so do 

what works best for you and is consistent with your domain area) - heading  

1. This is specific to the research or project or can accompany the research discussed 

earlier and should connect to PRF BI section. Make sure to also have something that can 

be gained by those outside of your specific research domain area. A simple way to start 

this section is to write - the societal benefits of my research are or is to…  


